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[Petition for rehearing denied July 11, 2002.1 

1. MOTIONS — DENIAL OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS — STANDARD OF 
REVIEW. — In reviewing a ruling denying a defendant's motion to 
suppress, the supreme court makes an independent determination 
based on the totality of the circumstances and views the evidence in 
the light most favorable to the State; the trial court's ruling is reversed 
only if it is clearly against the preponderance of the evidence. 

2. APPEAL & ERROR — PETITION FOR REVIEW — TREATED AS IF 
ORIGINALLY FILED IN SUPREME COURT. — When the supreme 
court grants a petition to review a decision of the court of appeals, 

* IMBER, J., not participating.
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it treats the matter as if the appeal had been originally filed in the 
supreme court. 

3. WITNESSES - CREDIBILITY - SUPREME COURT DEFERS TO 
TRIAL COURT. - The supreme court defers to the trial court in 
assessing witness credibility. 

4. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - RIGHT OF POLICE TO QUESTION CITI-
ZENS - REASONABLENESS REQUIRED. - There is nothing in the 
Constitution that prevents the police from addressing questions to 
any individual; not all personal intercourse between police and citi-
zens involves "seizures" of persons under the Fourth Amendment. 

5. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - SEARCH FOR WEAPONS IN COURSE OF 
INVESTIGATION - WHEN REASONABLE UNDER FOURTH AMEND-
MENT. - Where a policemen observes unusual conduct that leads 
him reasonably to conclude in light of his experience that criminal 
activity may be afoot and that the persons with whom he is dealing 
may be armed and presently dangerous, where in the course of 
investigating this behavior he identifies himself as a policemen and 
makes reasonable inquires, and nothing in the initial stages of the 
encounter serves to dispel his reasonable fear for his own or other's 
safety, he is entitled for the protection of himself and others in the 
area to conduct a carefully limited search of the outer clothing of 
such persons in an attempt to discover weapons that might be used 
to assault him; such a search is a reasonable search under the Fourth 
Amendment, and any weapons seized may be properly be intro-
duced in evidence against the person from whom they were taken. 

6. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - POLICE-CITIZEN ENCOUNTERS - 
THREE CATEGORIES. - Police-citizen encounters have been classi-
fied into three categories; the first and least intrusive category is 
when an officer merely approaches an individual on a street and 
asks if he is willing to answer some questions; because the encoun-
ter is in a public place and is consensu4 it does not constitute a 
"seizure" within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment; the sec-
ond police encounter is when the officer may justifiably restrain an 
individual for a short period of time if they have an "articulable 
suspicion" that the person has committed or is about to commit a 
crime; the initially consensual encounter is transformed into a 
seizure when, considering all the circumstances, a reasonable per-
son would believe that he is not free to leave; the final category is 
full-scale arrest, which must be based on probable cause. 

7. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW - POLICE-CITIZEN ENCOUNTERS - 
DETENTION OR SEIZURE WITHIN MEANING OF FOURTH AMEND-
MENT. - A person has been seized within the meaning of the
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Fourth Amendment only if, in view of all circumstances surround-
ing the incident, a reasonable person would have believed he was 
not free to leave; if there is no detention, no seizure within the 
meaning of the Fourth Amendment, then no constitutional rights 
have been infringed; police can be said to have seized an individual 
only if in view of all circumstances surrounding the incident, a rea-
sonable person would have believed that he was not free to leave; as 
so long as a reasonable person would feel free to disregard the 
police and go about his business, the encounter is consensual, and 
no reasonable suspicion is required; the encounter will not trigger 
Fourth Amendment scrutiny unless is loses its consensual nature. 

8. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW — POL10E-CITIZEN ENCOUNTER — 
ENCOUNTER NOT CONSENSUAL. — Where police saw appellant 
emerge from between two trailers, upon seeing the patrol car, 
appellant seemed startled and then changed directions and increased 
his pace, and because of this the officers decided to stop appellant 
and did so by stepping out of the car and issuing a command that 
he stop and come to them, it was readily apparent that this action 
by the police could not be characterized as merely approaching an 
individual on a street to ask if he is willing to answer some ques-
tions; because a reasonable person would not have believed he was 
free to , leave once the police had turned on their lights and issued a 
command to stop and come to their patrol car, the encounter was 
not consensual and did implicate the Fourth Amendment. 

9. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW — POLICE-CITIZEN ENCOUNTER — 
ARTICULABLE OR REASONABLE SUSPICION NECESSARY FOR SEC-
OND TIER STOP DISCUSSED. — An articulable or reasonable suspi-
cion requires facts or circumstances that give rise to more than a 
bare, imaginary, or purely conjectural suspicion; a reasonable suspi-
cion is a suspicion based upon facts or circumstances that of them-
selves do not give rise to the probable cause requisite to justify a 
lawful arrest, but which give rise to more than a bare suspicion, that 
is suspicion that is reasonable as opposed to imaginary or purely 
conjectural suspicion [Ark. R. Crim. P. 3.1 & 2.1]. 

10. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW — POLICE-CITIZEN ENCOUNTER — FAC-
TORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING WHETHER POLICE 
HAD GROUNDS TO REASONABLY SUSPECT. — Some Of the factors 
to be considered in determining whether an officer has grounds to 
‘`reasonably suspect" include: the gait and manner of the suspect; 
the time of day or night the suspect is observed; the particular 
streets involved; the suspect's proximity to known criminal con-
duct; incidence of crime in the immediate neighborhood; and
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apparent effort of the suspect to avoid identification or confronta-
tion by the police [Ark. Code Ann. 16-81-203 (1987)1. 

11. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW — POLICE-CITIZEN ENCOUNTER — ADDI-
TIONAL PERTINENT FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DETERMIN-

ING WHETHER POLICE HAD GROUNDS TO REASONABLY SUSPECT. 
— Nervous, evasive behavior is a pertinent factor in determining 
reasonable suspicion; whether a person flees is also relevant; while a 
person is free to ignore police and go on about their business when 
approached, "unprovoked flight" is the exact opposite of "going 
about one's business," and as such it creates suspicion sufficient to 
justify further investigation. 

12. MOTIONS — REASONABLE SUSPICION EXISTED THAT CRIME HAD 
BEEN OR WAS ABOUT TO BE COMMITTED — MOTION TO SUP-
PRESS PROPERLY DENIED. — Where at the time the officers 
decided to stop appellant, they knew that he was startled by seeing 
them, that he had changed directions in walking to move away 
from them, that he had quickened his pace, and that he was in a 
residential high-crime area in the early hours of the morning, the 
officers testified that this was an area known for drug trafficking and 
prostitution, and that they had been receiving complaints about the 
area, apparently from residents, finding appellant apparently coming 
out from between two residential trailers at 2:00 a.m. certainly 
should give rise to suspicion that something illegal was afoot; this is 
especially so when the area is considered, the history of the area is 
considered, and complaints of persons who likely had good reason 
to fear for the safety of their neighborhood is considered; also, as 
appellant was walking toward the police officers he put his hand in 
his right front pocket, which gave the police officers good reason to 
be concerned about their safety; because there was reasonable sus-
picion that a crime had been or was about to be committed the 
trial court correctly denied the motion to suppress the evidence 
obtained a the time of the stop. 

Appeal from Pulaski Circuit Court, First Division; Marion 
Humphrey, Judge; trial court affirmed; court of appeals reversed. 

William R. Simpson, Jr., Public Defender, by: Deborah R. Sal-
lings, Deputy Public Defender, for appellant. 

Mark Pryor, Att'y Gen., by: Clayton K. Hodges, Ass't Att'y 
Gen., for appellee.
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IM HANNAH, Justice. Appellant Samuel James Jefferson 
appeals his conviction for possession of cocaine. Jefferson 

asserts that the trial court erred when it denied his motion to sup-
press evidence because the stop and detention were not based 
upon reasonable suspicion, and the evidence was obtained as a 
result of the subsequent illegal detention. The pretrial motion was 
heard on May 15, 2000, and the trial court issued its ruling deny-
ing the motion at the conclusion of that hearing. The case then 
went to trial, and Jefferson renewed his motion for suppression, 
which was again denied. 

We hold that the encounter with police was not consensual, 
but rather that the police intended to and did stop Jefferson. We 
further hold, however, that the police had a reasonable suspicion 
to make the stop. The totality of the circumstances, including the 
late hour, the area being residential, the particular area where 
drugs and prostitution were known problems, the incidence of 
crime in the area, the fact appellant had just come from between 
two trailers, and appellant's gait and manner, as well as an apparent 
effort of appellant to avoid identification or confrontation rises to 
a level sufficient to support the officers' suspicion that a crime had 
been or was about to be committed. In addition, when Jefferson 
began walking toward the police officers, he put his hand in his 
right front pocket. This act bolstered the officers' suspicion that a 
crime had been or was about to be committed as well as added to 
their concern about their safety. The decision of the trial court is 
affirmed.

Facts 

This case arises from a pedestrian encounter between Samuel 
Jefferson and officers of the Little Rock Police Department in the 
early morning hours of August 19, 1999. Officer Charles Allen 
testified that the police department had received numerous com-
plaints about narcotics, loitering for narcotics, and prostitution 
around the Vorhees Trailer Park. 

Between 2:00 and 2:15 a.m. on August 19th, Little Rock 
Police Officers Charles Johnson and Allen entered the Vorhees 
Trailer Park in their marked patrol car. Their headlights were
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turned off because they were entering a high-crime area. The 
trailer park only contains eight trailers. Vehicular traffic cannot 
pass through the trailer park because it is in a cul-de-sac, but foot 
traffic does pass through because holes have been cut in the fences. 

According to Officer Johnson, upon pulling into the trailer 
park they saw Jefferson out walking in the roadway. It appeared he 
had just come from between two trailers. The officers testified that 
upon seeing their patrol car, Jefferson appeared startled and 
changed his direction of travel to put distance between them, and 
he quickened his pace. The officers turned their headlights on as 
Jefferson passed in front of their car. 

Both officers testified that officer Allen stepped from the 
patrol car and called to Jefferson to come to the car. They also 
both testified that Jefferson did not turn to start toward the patrol 
car when Allen first spoke to him. It was only when Allen told 
Jefferson to come to the patrol car the second time that he turned 
and started toward them. 

Officer Johnson testified that when Jefferson turned to walk 
toward them, he slipped his right hand in his right front pant's 
pocket, and that Officer Allen drew his weapon. Jefferson testified 
that the officers were mistaken, that he did not put his hand in his 
pocket, but rather he was striking his right leg because of pain 
from a health disorder ; Officer Allen testified that Jefferson had 
his right hand in his right front pant's pocket until he was close to 
the right front of the patrol car when he made a motion as if he 
were about to turn away, and by pulling his hand out of his 
pocket, he dropped something to the ground. According to 
Officer Allen's testimony, upon seeing Jefferson drop something 
to the ground they immediately took him into custody. 

Officer Johnson testified that when the ground was searched 
they found a pill bottle and nothing else. According to Officer 
Allen's testimony, the pill bottle contained ten to fifteen pieces of 
off-white rock-like substance later identified as crack cocaine. Jef-
ferson testified that he had no pill bottle and that the officers were 
lying when they said he had dropped it. He also testified that the 
videotape made by the systems in the patrol car was shown to him 
by the officers, that it showed he was striking his leg and had not
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put his hand in his pocket, but that they told him they were going 
to charge him anyway. The videotape was not available in this 
case.

Standard of Review 

[1-3] In reviewing a ruling denying a defendant's motion 
to suppress, we make an independent determination based on the 
totality of the circumstances and view the evidence in the light 
most favorable to the State. We reverse only if the trial court's 
ruling is clearly against the preponderance of the evidence. Burris 
v. State, 330 Ark. 66, 954 S.W.2d 209 (1997); Wofford v. State, 330 
Ark. 8, 952 S.W.2d 646 (1997). When we grant a petition to 
review a decision of the court of appeals, we treat the matter as if 
the appeal had been originally filed in this court. Thompson v. 
State, 333 Ark. 92, 966 S.W.2d 901 (1998); Frette v. City of Spr-
ingdale, 331 Ark. 103, 959 S.W.2d 734 (1998). This court defers 
to the trial court in assessing witness credibility. E.g., Rankin v. 
State, 338 Ark. 723, 1 S.W.3d 14 (1999); Wright v. State, 335 Ark. 
395, 983 S.W.2d 397 (1998); Tabor v. State, 333 Ark. 429, 971 
S.W.2d 227 (1998); Laime v. State, 347 Ark. 142, 60 S.W.3d 464 
(2001).

Search and Seizure 

The first issue to be determined is just what sort of encounter 
this was between Jefferson and police, and based thereon, whether 
the Fourth Amendment was implicated and complied with. The 
State argues that the fact that Jefferson was apparently emerging 
from between two trailers and changed direction and speed of 
travel upon seeing the patrol car, the lateness of the hour, the area 
being residential, and the area being a high crime area gives rise to 
reasonable suspicion that a crime had been or was about to be 
committed. The State also argues alternatively that Jefferson was 
under no obligation to comply with police orders and that, there-
fore, the encounter was consensual and did not implicate the 
Fourth Amendment in any way. Jefferson argues he was detained 
by police without reasonable suspicion and that, therefore, the 
trial court was in error when it refused to suppress the evidence.
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[4] There is nothing in the Constitution that prevents the 
police from addressing questions to any individual. Baxter V. State, 
274 Ark. 539, 543, 626 S.W.2d 935 (1982) (citing Terry V. Ohio, 
392 U.S. 1 (1968)). Not all personal intercourse between police 
and citizens involves "seizures" of persons under the Fourth 
Amendment. Thompson v. State, 303 Ark. 407, 797 S.W.2d 450 
(1990) (citing Terry, supra). Terry dealt with a search for weapons, 
but its holding has broader implications. 

[5] Terry did specifically involve the issue of "whether it is 
always unreasonable for a policemen to seize a person and subject 
him to a limited search for weapons unless there is probable cause 
for an arrest." Terry 392 US at 15. In Terry, the United States 
Supreme Court concluded: 

Each case of this sort will, of course, have to be decided on its 
own facts. We merely hold today that where a policemen 
observes unusual conduct which leads him reasonably to con-
clude in light of his experience that criminal activity may be 
afoot and that the persons with whom he is dealing may be 
armed and presently dangerous, where in the course of investigat-
ing this behavior he identifies himself as a policemen and makes 
reasonable inquires, and nothing in the initial stages of the 
encounter serves to dispel his reasonable fear for his own or 
other's safety, he is entitled for the protection of himself and 
others in the area to conduct a carefully limited search of the 
outer clothing of such persons in an attempt to discover weapons 
which might be used to assault him. 

Such a search is a reasonable search under the Fourth 
Amendment, and any weapons seized may be properly be intro-
duced in evidence against the person from whom they were 
taken. 

Terry 392 US at 30. 

In the same year in Sibron V. New York, 392 U.S. 40 (1968), 
the United States Supreme Court further developed the law in 
dealing with a police officer who approached a suspected drug 
suspect and said, "You know what I am after," upon which Sibron 
put his right hand in his pocket. The officer simultaneously 
reached into Sibron's pocket and found glassine envelopes of her-
oin. The United States Supreme Court found the search unlawful
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because the officer was seeking narcotics rather than acting from 
fear for his own safety. 
The United States Supreme Court jurisprudence has placed police 
citizen encounters into three tiers or categories: 

First, there are communications between officers and citizens that 
are consensual and involve no coercion or restraint of liberty. 
Such encounters are outside the scope of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. Second, there are the so-called Terry-type stops. These are 
brief, minimally intrusive seizures but which are considered sig-
nificant enough to invoke Fourth Amendment safeguards and 
thus must be supported by a reasonable suspicion of criminal 
activity. Third, there are highly intrusive, full-scale arrests, which 
must be based on probable cause. 

United States v. Poitier, 818 F.2d 679, 681-682 (8th Cir. 1987). See 
also, United States v. Hernandez, 854 F.2d 295 (8 th Cir. 1988); 
United States v. Wallre, 705 F.2d 980 (8th Cir. 1983). 

This court in Thompson v. State, 303 Ark. 407, 797 S.W. 2d 
450 (1990), cited Hernandez, supra, in stating the following: 

Police-citizen encounters have been classified into three cat-
egories. See U.S. v. Hernandez, 854 F.2d 295 (8th Cir. 1988). 
The first and least intrusive category is when an officer merely 
approaches an individual on a street and asks if he is willing to 
answer some questions. Because the encounter is in a public 
place and is consensual, it does not constitute a "seizure" within 
the meaning of the fourth amendment. Id. The second police 
encounter is when the officer may justifiably restrain an individ-
ual for a short period of time if they have an "articulable suspi-
cion" that the person has committed or is about to commit a 
crime. Id. The initially consensual encounter is transformed into 
a seizure when, considering all the circumstances, a reasonable 
person would believe that he is not free to leave. The final cate-
gory is the full-scale arrest, which must be based on probable 
cause. Id. 

See also, Stewart v. State, 332 Ark. 138, 964 S.W.2d 793 (1998); 
Frette v. City of Springdale, 331 Ark. 103, 959 S.W.2d 734 (1998); 
State v. McFadden, 327 Ark. 16, 938 S.W.2d 797 (1997). 

[7, 8] The issue in this case is whether the encounter with 
Jefferson falls within the first or the second tier. Police observed
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Jefferson in the roadway and concluded he had just emerged from 
between two trailers. His testimony confirmed this. They also 
noted that upon seeing the patrol car, Jefferson seemed startled 
and that he then changed directions and increased his pace. 
Because of this the officers decided to stop Jefferson and did so by 
stepping out of the car and issuing a command that he stop and 
come to them. It is readily apparent that this action by the police 
may not be characterized as merely approaching an individual on a 
street to ask if he is willing to answe'r some questions. Thompson, 
303 Ark. 407. A person has been seized within the meaning of 
the Fourth Amendment only if, in view of all circumstances sur-
rounding the incident, a reasonable person would have believed he 
was not free to leave. United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544 
(1980). If there is no detention — no seizure within the meaning 
of the Fourth Amendment — then no constitutional rights have 
been infringed. Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491 (1983). Police can 
be said to have seized an individual "only if in view of all the 
circumstances surrounding the incident, a reasonable person 
would have believed that he was not free to leave." Michigan v. 
Chesternut, 486 U.S. 567 (1988) (citing Mendenhall, supra). The 
United States Supreme Court has also characterized it as "so long 
as a reasonable person would feel free" to disregard the police and 
go about his business, California v. Hodari D., 499 U.S. 621, 628 
(1991), the encounter is consensual, and no reasonable suspicion is 
required. The encounter will not trigger Fourth Amendment 
scrutiny unless is loses its consensual nature. Florida v. Bostwick, 
501 U.S. 429 (1991). A reasonable person would not have 
believed he was free to leave once the police had turned on their 
lights and issued a command to stop and come to their patrol car. 
See Chesternut, 486 U.S. at 575. Therefore, this encounter was not 
consensual and does implicate the Fourth Amendment. 

[9, 10] Our analysis now must be whether the facts of this 
case meet the requirements to support Jefferson's restraint for a 
short period of time. To support this, there must be an "articul-
able suspicion." Thompson 303 Ark. 407. An articulable or reason-
able suspicion requires "facts or circumstances that give rise to 
more than a bare, imaginary, or purely conjectural suspicion." 
Stewart, 332 Ark. at 145. See also, Ark. R. Crim P. 3.1 (2002).
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Arkansas Rule of Criminal Procedure 2.1 defines reasonable suspi-
cion as: 

. • .a suspicion based upon facts or circumstances which of them-
selves do not give rise to the probable cause requisite to justify a 
lawful arrest, but which give rise to more than a bare suspicion; 
that is a suspicion that is reasonable as opposed to an imaginary or 
purely conjectural suspicion. 

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 16-81-203 (1987) provides fur-
ther guidance in setting out factors to be considered in determin-
ing whether an officer has grounds to "reasonably suspect." 
Relevant to this case, they include: 

(2) The gait and manner of the suspect; 

* * * 

(6) The time of day or night the suspect if observed; 

* * * 

(8) The particular streets involved; 

* * * 

(11) The suspect's proximity to known criminal conduct; 
(12) Incidence of crime in the immediate neighborhood; 

* * * 

(14) Apparent effort of the suspect to avoid identification or con-
frontation by the police. 

Ark. Code Ann. 16-81-203. 

[11] Nervous, evasive behavior is a pertinent factor in 
determining reasonable suspicion. Illinois v. Wardlow, 528 U.S. 
119 (2000). Whether a person flees is also relevant. Id. The 
United States Supreme Court noted that while a person is free to 
ignore police and go on about their business when approached, 
t'unprovoked flight" is the exact opposite of 'going about one's 
business,' and as such there was suspicion to justify further investi-
gation. Here, Jefferson changed directions and quickened his pace 
apparently intending to put more distance between he and the 
police. His reaction to police was immediate. Further, upon 
command, he did not immediately turn and begin walking toward
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the police car as commanded, but he did upon the second such 
command. 

At the time the officers decided to stop Jefferson, they knew 
that he was startled by seeing them, that he had changed directions 
in walking to move away from them, that he quickened his pace, 
and that he was in a residential high-crime area in the early hours 
of the morning. Officer Johnson testified that Jefferson acted 
"squirrely" when he was arrested, but that is not relevant as it 
occurred after the stop. 

The officers testified that this was an area known for drug 
trafficking and prostitution. They also testified that they had been 
receiving complaints about the area, apparently from residents. 
Finding appellant apparently coming out from between two resi-
dential trailers at 2:00 a.m. certainly should give rise to suspicion 
that something illegal was afoot. This is especially so when the 
area is considered, the history of the area is considered, and com-
plaints of persons who likely had good reason to fear for the safety 
of their neighborhood is considered. Also, as Jefferson was walk-
ing toward the police officers he put his hand in his right front 
pocket, which gave the police officers good reason to be con-
cerned about their safety. There was reasonable suspicion that a 
crime had been or was about to be committed. 

[12] The trial court correctly denied the motion to sup-
press. The issue of abandonment was also raised by the State as a 
reason that the pills should not be excluded. Because we hold that 
there was reasonable suspicion for the stop, we need not discuss 
whether the acts in this case constitute abandonment. 

The trial court is affirmed. 

IMBER, J., not participating.


